
 
March 24, 2020 

Hi Friends, 

Let me start with this: I miss you. 

As many of you know, I am a single mom of a toddler enrolled at Little Sprouts Lawrence. Often, the 

highlights of my day are drop-off and pick-up, when I get to be around our teachers and take in a bit of 

the magic that brings our schools to life. 

As much as we love being together, once it became clear that social distancing and self-quarantining 

were the most effective ways to slow the spread of COVID-19, we made the decision to participate in a 

company-wide safety closure. 

As soon as we made the decision to close, we also committed to paying our teachers as much as we 

can for as long as we can.  

I want to outline a few of the circumstances that impact this commitment: 

 Tuition remains our only way to collect money to cover wages. 

 Currently, families can choose whatever amount of tuition they can pay during this time.  

 While some families have volunteered to keep paying all of their tuition, some families have said 

they can only continue to pay some of it, and there are also many families who cannot afford to 

pay anything at this time because they have already been impacted by this crisis. 

 For families who participate in state assistance to help pay for childcare, we know that their 

tuition will be covered by the state (depending on the state). We also continue to research and 

reach out to local, state, and federal agencies to understand our eligibility for any and all relief 

packages.   

 Little Sprouts remains committed to using our money to support you. 

What this commitment means for you: 

 You will continue to receive your full paycheck as if you were working through Friday, April 3. 

 Based on government advisories we now know that we will remain closed passed April 3. We 

don’t yet know the timeline for reopening as that guidance has yet to be finalized by local and 

state government. 

 We are working on evaluating as many options as possible to help support you and your 

families. We first have to understand how much money will be coming in to then determine 

how much money we can pay out.  

 Since being honest with you is always a priority, I want to prepare us all for the real possibility 

that paycheck alternatives (e.g., internal options, federal/state, grants, unemployment, etc.) 

will be necessary if we are closed for an extended period of time. Given that highly likely 

reality, we are working on these plans now. 

o For example: If you could collect more through unemployment than Little Sprouts could 

pay, we would provide resources in advance to help ensure that everyone could collect  

o  



 
 

as soon as possible. The state has already taken steps to remove barriers to payments 

and we are staying in constant communication with them. 

o Please DO NOT file for unemployment before we offer more guidance. We are working 

to make sure you are paid as much as possible for as long as possible.  

 

 All of your current benefits will remain in place for now. If this were to change, we would 

provide you with a list of available services and options. 

 Supporting you also means striving to keep the business operational so that you have a place to 

return to when this crisis subsides. This means we cannot use 100% of our available funds to pay 

wages. Though we are working on reducing or delaying our other spending associated with the 

business (e.g., rent, utilities, etc.), we will still need to pay some of these fees.  

Friends, I wish there was a way to provide more certainty during this uncertain time. That said, this is an 

unprecedented event, and in the face of a constantly changing landscape, we are developing plans with 

urgency. You are at the heart of everything we do: leaders across our entire organization care so deeply 

about you, your families, and the future of our company. I can assure you that, as an organization, we 

will keep you updated as swiftly and responsibly as possible.  

Please know, no matter what happens, Little Sprouts is a family and your leaders are fiercely fighting 

for you.  

As circumstances continue to evolve, we will continue to stay connected. If you’re not already, please 

consider joining us on Facebook and Instagram where, in addition to sharing important updates, your 

peers across all Little Sprouts schools are sharing inspiring online lessons, book readings, music breaks, 

and yoga classes. It is truly a bit of pure, good, and necessary joy. 

Thank you all for your passion and patience. Our team will be in touch next week with important 

updates and additional next steps. 

Be well my friends, 

Sarah 

Sarah Schroeder 

Chief Executive Officer 

Little Sprouts 

 


